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First: A disclaimer!
These are many of the methods we use, and 
are a part of our “theory of change.” 
We want to offer insight into these strategies 
to you to improve your advocacy chops, but we 
also want this to be a dialogue about how we 
can all be better advocates. 



Over the last few months, we reviewed 
strategies for getting “in-the-know” and 
“creating an effective roar” to become a super 
advocate (see us about these resources). 

Now what? 



Now let’s apply these skills to help make 
change. 



Mobilizing for Change
● Step one: Show up! 
● Getting the word out
● Getting people involved
● Working with partners 
● Working with elected officials
● Become a decision-maker! 



Step one: Show up! 



Step one: Show up! 
● If you care about an issue, try to be involved in all the public aspects of the 

project
● If you’re not there, you often don’t have the opportunity to affect change
● Take notes - see who’s showing up and think about who’s not involved in the 

process
● Develop relationships with officials (and try to make them good ones)
● Talk with fellow meeting attendees. Make sure by the time you leave the 

meeting you understand why the people immediately around you decided to 
attend and what they think of the issue(s) addressed



Step one: Show up! 



Step one: Show up! 

● Are there other issues impacting the issue / project you’re focused on? 
● If so, what do you need to better appreciate and understand those factors?

 
● Example: If parking is a major concern, is there a venue for learning more about 

those concerns (i.e. a neighborhood association)? How is the problem being 
communicated and who are the speakers? What concerns do you share with 
these community members? Understanding this could be crucial down the line. 



Getting the word out
● Communication for public planning is all about 

story-telling 
● With your project, what kind of story is being told by 

officials? What’s the conflict? Is the story inspiring?
● How can you make the story more compelling? How 

will that resonate with the broader public?
● What’s at stake and why should people care? 



Getting the word out
● Always be thinking about the following: 

○ Take photos / videos! 
○ Who has an interesting voice of 

perspective in this issue? 
○ What are some compelling stats or 

figures that resonate with the 
audience?

○ Make it clear when something’s 
happening - pull in as much media 
elements as possible



Getting the word out



Getting the word out

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fqonzls5b4E


Getting people involved
● Who’s not currently involved in the issue / project? 
● Which groups need to be involved in order to affect change? 
● Start with the people you know, but reach out to those you don’t know yet
● That’s the philosophy behind our Street Ambassador program 



Getting people involved



Getting people involved
Who do you need to reach? 



Getting people involved
Mobilize! 



Getting people involved
Mobilize! 

Give people a convenient and accessible way 
for them to be a part of the process: 

● Petitions
● Postcards
● Take a few minutes to call someone
● Make the message simple



   

Getting Allston On Board: Brighton Ave



BU Bridge/ Comm Ave



South Mass Ave- Cambridge



Working with partners 

● Who’s currently involved in the issue / project? 
● Who’s not? 
● Reach out other groups who could weigh-in and help elevate issues
● Ask for letter of support



Working with elected officials
● Keep elected officials involved in 

the outreach process
● Understand your points of 

influence with each jurisdiction
● Ask them to help elevate collective 

concerns
● Make it a two-way street - don’t 

just ask them to do something for 
you; offer to help them, too

● Invite them to community 
meetings



Become a decision-maker! 

● An embarrassment of riches / such committees!
○ Project-specific: River Street Advisory Committee
○ Brookline Bicycle Committee
○ Cambridge transportation committees: 

■ Pedestrian
■ Bike
■ Transit

○ Somerville Bike Committee



Become a decision-maker! 

Or . . . bring it to the Advocacy Committee! 



Thank you! 


